I wonder if there's a beer out there thinking of me too ~Bill Murray
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Green's Staff Top Beer Picks
Our Favorite Beers of 2018
Staff Picks! We were going to write an elaborate and funny intro but really "staff picks" is
pretty self-explanatory and we're wiped after a busy holiday season. So without further ado,
here are our favorite beers of 2018.
~ Cheers! ~
The beers we've selected are available at our Piney Grove Location. The seasonals are also
available until the end of their respective seasons or until they sell out.
*Prices are subject to change.
*These favorite picks are based on beers currently in-stock.*

Wes - Beer Buyer

North Coast Old Rasputin 4pk
Green's Cash Price:

Produced in the tradition of 18th Century English brewers who supplied the court of Russia’s
Catherine the Great, Old Rasputin seems to develop a cult following wherever it goes. It’s a rich,
intense brew with big complex flavors and a warming finish. The Old Rasputin brand image is a
drawing of Rasputin with a phrase in Russian encircling it—A sincere friend is not born instantly.
75 IBU’s 9% ABV

Wicked Weed Milk & Cookies 500mL
Green's Cash Price:

Who doesn’t love the warming feeling of walking into grandma’s house to the smell of freshly

baked cookies? So how do you recreate that in a beer? Just add loads of raisins, oatmeal and
cookie spicing to an imperial milk stout and memories come to life in libation form.
8.5% ABV

Steven - Store Manager

Sierra Nevada Celebration 12pk
Green's Cash Price:

Is it wrong to pick a perennial champ? A cold bottle of Celebration is nigh unbeatable, a refreshing
mix of pine, citrus and malt. The wide-ranging availability of this American classic makes its quality
that much more staggering. At the intersection of price and taste, you'll be hard-pressed to find

something better.
6.8% ABV
-Steven's tasting review

Zhiguly Grande 12 500mL
Green's Cash Price:

Rinkuskiai is a Lithuanian brewery known for two things:
1. Making extremely, terrifyingly high-gravity lagers for dirt cheap.
2. Earning extremely, terrifyingly low scores on beer nerd websites.
It's time to pick a side.
Zhiguly Grande is an 11.9 percent behemoth, sweet and boozy, with absolutely no connection to
American craft beer culture or its raging flavor fetish of the month. This and other Euro strong
lagers are actually causing a minor public health crisis overseas because of their affordability and
devastating firepower. Pop the top and you'll find out why.
11.9% ABV
-Steven's tasting review

Austin - Manager

Epic Big Bad Baptist Imperial Stout 22oz
Green's Cash Price:

One Big Bad Imperial Stout with Cocoa nibs and Coffee beans. Aged in whiskey barrels.
65 IBU's | 12.1% ABV

Edmund's Oast Sour Cherry Pineapple 4pk 16oz Can
Green's Cash Price:

"Our series of fruited American Sour Ales come from a love of fresh fruit flavors combined with
mouth-watering acidity. We take the same golden sour base beer and referment it with different
fruit combinations.

Cherry and pineapple, while distinctive, are what cocktails and dreams are made of. Explosive fruit
notes erupt from the glass, and one is left with a quenched thirst, yet thirsty for more."
6.5% ABV

Chris - Stocker/Cashier

Terrapin Moo-Hoo 6pk
Green's Cash Price:

“The Terrapin “Moo-Hoo” Chocolate Milk Stout proudly uses cocoa nibs and shells from Olive and
Sinclair Chocolate Company to give this beer its great taste! An appetizing cold weather treat this
sweet stout is rich creamy and uniquely satisfying. Beer and Chocolate together they truly make

one of life’s great indulgences.”
30 IBU's; 6%

River Rat Astronaut Sauce IPA 4pk
Green's Cash Price:

This New England IPA, Astronaut Sauce IPA, is brewed with simcoe, citra, el dorado, mosaic, and
galaxy hops and overflowing with tropical juice.
Coming in at 5.3% ABV, this IPA is out of this world!
22 IBU's; 5.3% ABV

Greg - Manager

Great Divide Yeti 6pk Can
Green's Cash Price:

An almost viscous, inky-black brew, Yeti opens with a massive, roasty, chocolate, coffee malt
flavor that eventually gives way to rich toffee and burnt caramel notes. Packed with an enormous
quantity of American hops, Yeti’s hop profile reveals a slightly citrusy, piney, and wonderfully dry
hoppy finish.
75 IBU’s; 9.5% ABV

Fullers ESB 4pk
Green's Cash Price:

ESB has a wonderful rich mahogany appearance. Taking in the nose, the beer is bursting with

cherry and orange, balanced by soft malty toffee and caramel notes. The flavour delivers
everything you would expect from such a full-bodied ale. The unique blend of Northdown, Target,
Challenger and Goldings hops imparts grassy, peppery notes on the tongue along with intense
citrus fruit characters of grapefruits, oranges and lemons. The blend of Pale Ale and Crystal malts
in the brew give a biscuity, toffee element to the beer. A smooth, mellow bitterness lingers on the
palate to give a superbly satisfying finish.
5.9% ABV
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